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Forward
This book was written for two types of people.

First, it is for network marketing distributors who are curious if
attraction marketing is a valid concept.  Second, it is for network
marketers who have drank the attraction marketing cool aide and
are wondering why it is not working for them the way the guru said
it would.

The popularity and the concept of attraction marketing has
exploded over the past few years.  Not because it is valid, but
because the message, is one that upcoming newbie marketers want
to hear.

I hope this book takes you behind the curtain and gives you a
clearer perspective on this concept and what is really going on.

If you don’t want to know the truth, don’t read this book. I
promise that I will not sugar coat anything.  I am not going to tell
you what you want to hear, I will tell you the truth.



STEPPING OVER THE LINE! WHY I DECIDED TO
WRITE THE 7 LIES.

For a couple of years I pretty much ignored all the Attraction
Marketing junk online, but after this guy step over the line
it was game on!   The video will give you the details.

YouTube Link: http://youtu.be/C90rivyIgSA



What is Attraction Marketing?

“Never mistake sincerity with truth; some people are sincerely wrong”
Jim Rohn

From what I can tell, the term Attraction Marketing was first coined
by a young man named Mike Dillard from Austin, Texas.  Mike’s basic
principal, be the hunted instead of the hunter, was nothing new, but
the way he marketed the message is now legendary. I have not
personally had the opportunity to meet Mike.   Many of my marketing
friends tell me he is a first class individual that sincerely cares about
helping people.  That is certainly the way he appears to me.

Mike Dillard

Mike was the first person I heard who used the phrase “become the
hunted instead of the hunter”.  He was one of the first people to teach
online marketing to network marketers.  I think Mike is a brilliant



marketer; note I didn’t say network marketer.  I certainly understand
why he teaches what he teaches and believes what he believes.  I think
he is very sincere, but I know he is sincerely wrong, from the
standpoint he is trying to teach Algebra to those that don’t even know
how to add and subtract.  This is a major mistake made by the entire
attraction marketing crowd.

People tend to teach at the level they first have some type of
success.  I think Mike is a classic example of this.  He didn’t have much
success with traditional prospecting and lead generation methods, so
he turned to the Internet and that is where he had his initial success,
so that is what he teaches.  Again, people tend to teach at the level
they have their initial success.   It is not that traditional lead
generation, or local lead generation methods don’t work, it was just at
the TIME, he didn’t have the skill sets and mindsets to make them
work.   Does that make sense?

The truth is 97% of the population cannot make network marketing
work, when they first join.  What is shocking to me, is they think they
should be able to!?!?.

It is like signing an application and expecting to instantly become a
dentist.

Off line lead generation methods work as good, or better today than
they ever have, and that is the truth!  So if someone tells you that old
school mlm lead generation is dead, that is a sure sign they don’t have a
clue what they are talking about.



I believe that becoming the hunted instead of
being the hunter is an ATTITUDE!
Being the hunted has nothing to do with how a lead is generated.  If
Mike and every other “Attraction Marketer” guru had not failed
offline, they never would have never developed the MINDSET of
becoming the hunted.   They are giving credit to the Internet, when in

reality the MINDSET came from E X P E R I E N C E!

I will get more into this later.   I believe that most of the attraction
marketing hawkers are sincere.  However they are sincerely wrong.
You cannot learn a ton of internet lead generation skill sets, without
the correct success MINDSETS and creating long-term MLM Success.

I have been told that Mike is no longer involved in network marketing
at any level and today is spending his time in other entrepreneurial
activities.  I find that interesting.  I have no real feelings as to why
that may be the case, but I know with his marketing expertise and
mindsets he will have success no matter what entrepreneurial path he
chooses.

The truth is the failure and success rates of those who attempt to
follow the attraction marketing blue print is probably worse than those
who learn & focus on developing the right skills sets and mindsets that
it takes to become a network marketing professional.

The foundational philosophy of attraction marketing is the same
concept I wrote about way back in 2000 at www.MLMBombShells.com
when Mike was probably a teenager. People do business with those
they know, like and trust.



Right or wrong, good or bad, that is true.  The flaw of this principal as
it relates to network marketing is many leaders are more interested in
telling people what they want to hear so people know them, and like
them instead of telling people what they need to hear.

Network marketing was founded on the principal of telling people the
truth.  Telling people what they needed to hear, not necessarily what
they wanted to hear.   Over the past 15 years network marketing has
made a negative transition of “leaders” whose main emphasis is on
telling people what they want to hear.

We have become an industry where leaders spend all their time,
listening to whining, thumb sucking babies that need to be constantly
burped and diapered between ego strokes.   Leaders don’t have the
guts to tell people the truth in fear that their autoship may drop off
their commission check.

Well, enough is enough.  I have seen far too many good people get
sucked into these traps.  The industry has to tell people the truth.
Network marketing wealth in its best case scenario is a 3-5 year game
plan.  We are not playing the lottery here, this is a business.

We have to return to our roots of personal growth and personal
responsibility.  I suppose the followers will always be looking for a
magic way to attract people into their downlines, but the reality is we
all know this is not the way the real world works.   If we can return our
focus to telling people the truth, and build people, people will build
the business.

The success principals that I learned 30 years ago and the success
principals 30 years from now, will be the same! Truth is Truth!



Methods change as technology changes and advances.  Smart
marketers learn how to use technology to create new avenues for
marketing their products and services.

I have watched the evolution of new methods over the past 30 years.
However, teaching methods without mindsets is a recipe for MLM
disaster.  Do you hear what I am saying?   We have to return to the
roots the industry was founded upon with companies like Amway, Mary
Kay & Herbalife.  Those companies focus was always on building people
and success mindsets.

TEACHING METHODS WITHOUT SUCCESS MINDSETS
IS A RECIPE FOR MLM DISIASTER!

This is the reason hundreds of thousands of people have died after
drinking the Attraction Marketing Kool Aide. The truth is, they
never had a chance!  Again, I understand exactly how Mike came
to the conclusions he came to. The bottom line is the industry
was leaving its foundational roots even before the Internet.
Everyone started looking for a faster, easier way; after all,
building people and telling prospects and team members the truth is
not easy for some people.

In the 1990’s the trend started as the market was flooded with
new comp plans that were going to “even the playing field and
create wealth for everyone”.    Matrix, Binnary, 1up, 2up, and on
and on.   Everyone was blaming the evil stair-step break away
comp plans.    The message is the same today as attraction



marketers try to blame the evil uplines for teaching you to START
in your warm market and attend live events.

Let’s face it; people want to become rich without self discipline or
change of any kind.   People would rather believe that they can
avoid what I call the “Wisdom of the Ages” tried and true success
principals that go back as far as the book of proverbs in the Bible.

Those that live in mediocrity have the philosophy, if first I don’t
succeed, fix the blame quick!  There have always been wolfs in
sheep’s clothing telling them what they want to hear ….that it is
not their fault, in hopes of selling them on a new comp plan,  1
click website traffic software, membership into an attraction
marketing training program or whatever.

The Internet has become flooded with attraction marketing guru
want to be’s who are trying to teach people how to do that which
they have never done.

Yes, I understand it is human nature to do business with those we
know, like, and trust.  I realized recently that last year I spent
over $10,000 with three separate marketers.  Of the three, there
was only one that I would say I know, like and trust.   The other
two I have never personally met, I don’t like them at all and
wouldn’t trust them as far as I could throw them.   So why would



I give $10,000 to two different individuals I don’t know, like or
trust?

Think about that one.

Real simple, I know they know what they are doing, they are the
best at what they do, and I know I can learn from them.   No,
they are not network marketers, they are niche marketers.

Today, network marketing is basically made up of two groups.

Followers
Leaders

The followers blindly follow those with “leadership titles” to deal
after deal, program after program.  It is sad, and we wonder why
there have been very few new millionaires produced by this
industry in the past several years.  I am not going to get into all
of that in this publication, but I will in a new CD Training I have
coming out called Documented MLM Truth.

When network marketing was based upon the philosophy of “Build
people and people will build the business”, there were 3 distinct
groups of people.

Followers
Future Leaders
Leaders

Where have all the future leaders gone?



Most have been sucked into some attraction marketing affiliate deal
that has them trying to keep up with the constantly expanding online
marketing training curve, instead of developing the proper mindsets
for network marketing success.

Network marketing leaders are not born, or found; they are
sequentially developed.  It takes time, patience, and persistence to
become a network marketing professional.   The only thing that has
been developed in this industry over the past few years are people that
have some knowledge as it relates to online lead generation, with
minuscule  downlines in their primary companies.  Please read this
slowly!

The only thing that has been developed in this
industry over the past few years are people that
have some knowledge as it relates to online lead
generation, with minuscule  downlines in their
primary companies

The entire attraction marketing concept has been around long enough.
Let’s face it; it is NOT what it was cracked up to be and truthfully it
has hurt the network marketing industry far more than it has helped it!

It is time for you to decide if you want to be part of the problem, or
part of the solution?



ATTRACTION MARKETING HAS RUN ITS COURSE. IT IS TIME
FOR THOSE THAT REALLY CARE TO START TELLING PEOPLE
THE TRUTH

As you read this, you might be thinking, this guy hates attraction
marketers!  That is 100% not true. Please understand, in 1997 I did an
audio recording called “Network Marketing is a Scam”.   We sold
hundreds of thousands of those cassettes.

I am against anything, or anybody, that promises “The Secret”
while contradicting the Wisdom of the Ages.

As I mentioned earlier in the mid-nineties everywhere you looked you
saw headlines like:

 We do 90% of the work, you keep 100% of the check

 Your outdated comp plan is dead

 Your failure in MLM is not your fault

 Build a million dollar income mailing tapes

 Stop calling friends and family members, build your business
with our proven genealogy leads

 We will close your prospects for you

 Build a huge downline with our postcard marketing system



I could go on and on, but you get the idea.   Today the above BS
headlines of the past have been replaced with new BS headlines.

 #1 attraction marketing system for serious entrepreneurs
worldwide

 My automated marketing system sponsors leaders for me

 Discover a Simple Formula to Generate Leads on Demand, Put
Thousands in Your Pockets, and Build Your Network Marketing
Business on the Fast Track...

 Learn To Generate 10-20 MLM (Network Marketing) Leads per
Day for Your Home Business and Have Them Pay You To See the
Plan

 Throw Away your warm market list, stop attending meetings, and
never chase another friend or family member

I have thousands of clients and customers from around the world.  I
understand that no matter what anyone promises that 70% of the
population will die broke.  It has nothing to do with not having
access to the right or wrong system or education and has everything
to do with people not willing to take responsibility.

I understand that, I don’t fight it, I can live with that.  I also
understand that 3% of the population is going to succeed at
whatever they put their mind to.

MY CONCERN IS THE 27% of the population, that waste years
of their life, because some marketer is promising them a magic
system to wealth.   I get so sick of talking to good people that
have been sold a flawed philosophy.   Those that know me know



that has always been my focus since 1995 when we started
www.MLMHelp.com .   My message has never changed.

I was talking about these same ideas in 1996 when I wrote:

http://www.MLMMasses.com

Who am I, and why should you listen
to me?



This is the first question all business minded people ask
themselves.   The Internet is full of “Attraction Marketers” acting
like they know what they are talking about when it is more than
obvious to everyone that they are trying to teach something they
have never done.

The most valuable question a student can ask themselves is, who is
this person, and why should I be listening to them?

Before we go any further, let me answer that question for you.

My name is Dale Calvert. I have been involved in network marketing
for over 30 years.  My first three years I wanted to quit every
day.  Finally over a few years I was able to develop the skill sets
and mindsets that ultimately helped me create success.  After five
years I was able to leave my corporate job at IBM in Lexington,
Kentucky.  After ten years my income jumped to $252,000 a year.
My 11th year it jumped to over 1 million dollars and my 13th year
to over 3 million.  I have made millions of dollars in network
marketing.  I have worked as a corporate officer, company owner,
and after 20 years I semi-retired.

For the past ten years I have been consulting, training, and doing
seminars all over the world.  I had no intentions of ever building a
team again.  However that did change in August of 2010 when I
saw the most unique, one-of-kind program I have ever seen. I felt
led to join that company.



Truthfully, a few days before I joined the program, my email box
exploded with friend and associates wanting to know if I had seen
the post on MLM.com.

I try to stay off these boards because they are basically the
blind, leading the blind and full of people that have all the
answers but no downline.  Thank God for the good leaders that can
tolerate that kind of environment and give people solid advice.

Here is the quote from MLM.com

“90% of the network marketing training gurus have never
built a significant downline, or were one hit wonders.   Those
that have done it more than once, like Dale Calvert, couldn’t
do it in today’s market”

I have tried to learn over the years to not fight ignorance.
However I have an extra dose of compassion and competiveness in
my DNA. So it sometimes  is hard to just let things be.  I guess
when you stop and think about it that is why I am writing this
book.

People that really know me know it has never been about me. I am
just so thankful that over the years I came to understand that
when you build your team based upon.

* Wisdom of the Ages
* Leadership Development
* Personal Responsibility

It is Impossible to Fail! These 3 principals will always stand the
test of time in network marketing.  While fads and gurus come and



go, those that focus on truth and don’t tolerate anything outside
of these foundational principals will always ultimately succeed.

So anyway, to make a long story short in October of 2010 I
started building again.  I sponsored 39 people from my warm
market and contacts and set the record for obtaining the top
position in the company (Diamond) in 90 days.  My wife and I went
on to average sponsoring 17 new people a month our first year
doing the exact prospecting and lead generation methods I have
been teaching the past 10 years.  Our organization duplicated to
over 10,000 distributors.

Then some decisions were made that we could not support. Yes,
those decisions put more money in our pockets personally, but they
were not in the best interest of all distributors.

When decisions are made that benefit the minority, a company’s
time is limited.  We resigned in August of 2012, and I have no
intentions of every building a team again.

You can learn more about me than you would ever want to know at
http://www.DaleCalvert.com .

 I have always believed you should DO IT …. THEN TALK ABOUT
IT!  The entire Attraction Marketing concept is flawed.  To
attract, you must be attractive, you must have real life
experience.

The entire self promotion, fake it to you make it idea makes
everyone want to puke except those who are attempting to put this
repulsive idea in action.



The MLM industry has become full of people that are simply trying
to teach that which they have never done.  People outside the
industry recognize this and ultimately, credible people don’t want to
have anything to do with the industry, can you blame them?

Lie #1 Brand Yourself, Not Your Company

Let’s cut right to the chase.  If you have bought into this, wake up and
smell the coffee.   What is really going on? Somehow these attraction
marketing gurus have convinced all of their naive followers to not
promote their company and instead promote the attraction
marketing affiliate training under the cloud of self-promotion.

If you learn anything from this publication,
please hear this.  As a marketer “Do it,
THEN TALK ABOUT it”
The truth is, there are tens of thousands of network marketing
distributors who have spent months trying to brand themselves, and in
the process have not progressed at all in their network marketing
organization.

Nobody gives a flip what you have to say about anything.  DO IT, AND
THEN TALK ABOUT IT!



Marketers worldwide are sick and tired of naive newbies calling
themselves “MLM Consultants” trying to teach them how to do
something they have never done.

Nobody wants to hear somebody try to review the 5 points of a
conference call they just got off of telling people the Top 5 reasons
why attraction marketing is the only way to build their business.

I sincerely don’t know if I should laugh or cry?

There are thousands, if not tens of thousands of videos like the ones
below on YouTube and other video sharing websites. Who do these
people think they are fooling?

Just because you call yourself a consultant is no indication you have a
clue what you are talking about.   I applaud these people for at least
taking action, no matter how misdirected it may be.

Look at the lack of views most of these videos receive. Isn’t that a
clue?

The sad part is that in the process, these people neglect to learn the
real mindsets and skill sets it takes to build a large duplicating
organization because they are too focused on learning the technology
and trying to be somebody they’re not!



You Tube Link: http://youtu.be/QVCpMiXcnEA

You Tube Link: http://youtu.be/VFnVu2exl6k



You Tube Link: http://youtu.be/zC8PPsagpqo

You Tube Link: http://youtu.be/RW8K3_OKbF4



by gcmmello | 8 months ago | 15 views
You Tube Link: http://youtu.be/0ckDUwzvn3o

2 months ago | 24 views



 You Tube Links: http://youtu.be/NIw5hpFbZkU
2 months ago | 9 views

1 year ago | 29 views



Again, this is not personal.   I am sure these are honest, well meaning
people that have just been taught the wrong philosophy.    I had
thousands of videos I could have picked from to make my point.

This has become a world-wide epidemic.

So many people are wasting countless numbers of hours posting
YouTube videos that only repel serious, business minded people.  They
are tweeting worthless tweets that nobody cares to read and setting
up blogs that get about as many people seeing them as a billboard in
the middle of the desert.

Here is a novel idea………..why not
go build your team and then talk
about it !!!!!

More Documentation
Any day of the week you can go to the auction section of godaddy.com
and do a search on key words,   attraction marketing or lead system
pro, or other popular attraction marketing buzz keywords and you will



find countless number of expiring domains that are up for auction with
these key words.

What does that tell you?

It tells me somebody bought into the attraction marketing BS, spent a
bunch of money on training and domain names which they are now
letting expire.   If it had actually worked at any level for them, don’t
you think they would want to hang on to the domain name?

70% of the population is looking for a short cut.  Without the right
“mind set” sustained success in any endeavor is short lived.  Attraction
marketers bought into the concept that you could comfortably build
your business hiding behind their computer screen and this is simply
not true.

Here are the domain names I pulled up today, but you can find these
types of examples daily.



This has become a worldwide epidemic! Yes, as in sickness.  Check this
out ………….



Yes it says 5 MILLION   390 thousand search results for the key
word term attraction marketing.

Probably half of these are blogs that are never read by anyone.  Yes,
this really has become an epidemic, because many of us that know
better have been content to let the unknowing masses be thrown to
the wolves.

Sidenote I have been working on and off on this publication for
almost two years, and the time I am inserting this note, I am about
ready to send this document out for proofreading.   I decided to check
out the above You Tube Videos just to see if there were any major
changes.  At this point, I have not found one person that even appears
to still be involved in a home business!



LOOK BEHIND THE CURTAIN!

I see attraction marketers constantly making statements that are not
congruent or don’t make sense with their own numbers.

Here is an example of a quote one of my clients pulled off an
Attraction marketer’s website.  His name is Jonathan Budd. I don’t
know him and again, I give all these people the benefit of the doubt,
and just place them in the sincerely wrong category.

QUOTE:  In the last few years, I have built 2 organizations into the
thousands of people a piece in my downlines, and have since built a
training company teaching others how to do this… that will earn over $2.5
million this year.   Jonathan Budd

Let’s quickly look behind the curtain as it applies to the above quote.
Note he said the thousands of people, not to over 10,000 each.   Do you
think if one of those organizations had been over 10,000 people who
would have said so?

I do.

In my world, an organization of less than 10,000 people is not a lot to
brag about.  If you truly offer duplicated systems and programs, and
have the right opportunity at the right time, it shouldn’t take “years”
to accomplish those kind of numbers.

Case and point, my upline from the company I joined in 2010 is someone
even I would classify as old school.   I can assure you she doesn’t have a
blog, never has published an online article, has no videos on YouTube,
has never posted a twitter message,  isn’t a member of Viral URL or
any other safe list program or anything else that attraction marketers
teach you to do.



Yet she has developed an organization of over 60,000 downline
members in her first year.   Heck she didn’t even have a Facebook
account until after she had been in the program at least a year!

It is amazing how what attraction marketers say can’t be done ………..is
being done all around them every day!

Ok, my next question-How much has Mr. Budd earned from building 2
downlines with somewhere between 2,000 – 10,000 people?

If you said 2.5 million you are not right!  Read the statement again and
more carefully!

Have since built a training company teaching others how to do this… that
will earn over $2.5 million this year.

Like most attraction marketing gurus, his income is coming from a
membership program that tells people what they want to hear.  These
programs ultimately distract people from learning the real skill sets
and success mindsets it takes to develop a large duplicating network
marketing team.   Teaching people how to act like a successful network
marketer in front of a video camera will never build a team.

Again, I don’t know Jonathan Budd from Beaver Cleaver.  I give him the
benefit of the doubt.  However, at some point those that care about
the network marketing industry have to return to our roots and
understand the Wisdom of the Ages must be the foundation on which
all long term success is built.



Lie #2 Never Chase Family and Friends
Network marketers have gotten this wrong for years.  Like every
proven method, concept and principal of this business, there is a right
way and a wrong way to do it.  Just because some attraction marketer
never learned the right way to contact their warm market, and totally
blew it, doesn’t mean it doesn’t work.

Over the last ten years I have done training events and seminars all
over the world.  I always ask the same question.  How many of you
joined your first network marketing organization because a friend,
family member or business associate shared it with you?

At least 90% of the room!

They didn’t join because of a YouTube video, safe list email, twitter
message, or because they found someone’s blog from an article
directory.  WAKE UP!   90% of network marketers get started because
a friend, family member or business associate exposed them to the
program.  I was doing a private training for an organization in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, LAST WEEK and asked this question …. Yes it was 90%.

With that said, the next concept I am going to share with you is the
most important as it relates to Warm Market recruiting.

I have always taught this concept:

The odds of the person you know, being the one you are looking for
is slim, but the odds of them KNOWING the person you are

looking for is very high



Understanding this concept alone is worth 1,000 times whatever you
paid for this book.  This concept has made me hundreds of thousands
of dollars over my career.   I have explained it on several of my generic
training programs, but let me give you the Readers Digest version.

Contact the most credible, entrepreneur minded
people you know and the script goes like this.

Hi Joe,

This is Dale Calvert, how are you doing?  Listen Joe, the reason I am
calling is I need a favor. Can you help me out?  (99% say sure, what do
you need).

Dawn and I just got involved in a new business and we are looking for a
couple of people with leadership and management abilities and we
naturally thought of you.  (Small stroke to their ego)   I have no idea
if you would be interested in creating an additional income stream, but
I know you know the right kind of people.

Can you (Whatever your play 1 is watch a short DVD, Listen to a Short
conference call, Listen to a short Audio CD, View a short online
presentation) and then tell me who you know that I can contact?

Most say sure, or yes.

Some say “I am not interested.”  You say,  that is fine, I just want you
to (whatever your play 1 is) and tell me who comes to mind that I
should contact.



THE FOLLOW UP CALL IS SIMPLE

Hi Joe,

This is Dale Calvert. I just wanted to follow up and see if you had the
opportunity to watch the DVD?  (Or whatever your play 1 is) and see if
you are open for more information?

PLEASE NOTE WHAT I DID HERE; I ASKED THEM TO WATCH THE
DVD AND TELL ME WHO THEY KNOW; WHEN I FOLLOW UP I ASK
THEM IF THEY ARE OPEN FOR MORE INFORMATION.

I am hoping that they say something like wait a minute Dale; I thought
you wanted me to watch it and tell you who I know.  Some will say yes I
thought that was kind of interesting, I would like to check it out.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

The reality is if they like what they see, the timing is right and they
want more information, they will tell you.  If not, you now have a great
referral from Mr. or Mrs. High Credibility.

I think I have the script for calling the referral free at
www.ProvenMLMScripts.com but basically it is this.

Hi Susan, this is Dale Calvert.  The reason I am calling is I was speaking
with (Mr. Credibility)  the other day and told him I was  wanting to
expand my business and I am looking for someone with leadership and
management ability and he said you are the lady I need to talk to.   I
have a DVD I would like to drop in the mail to you; what’s your address?



So you get the idea. Warm market recruiting is never about who
they are, it is about who they know.

If 90% of the people who enter this industry have done so through a
friend, family member or business associate, does it make any sense
what so ever to ignore this market?

Of course not!

The problem is nobody teaches new distributors how to effectively
and professionally contact their warm market for referrals in a
way that doesn’t make everybody uncomfortable. Those that want
to sell you an attraction marketing membership do a great job at
rubbing salt into those wounds with statements like.

*Stop Chasing Your Friends and Family
*Learn how to make money from people that don’t join your team
*Are you in the NFL Club (No Friends Left)
*Throw away your Warm Market List

So the industry ends up with lousy, money focused sales people in the
market trying to talk their friends and family into joining something
they don’t want to join, or buying some product or service they don’t
want to buy.

Not to mention the “Bull in a China Shop” distributors.



You know the kind of people I am talking about.  Distributors that have
no awareness, communication ability or people skills with a charge
forward mindset and no understanding of human nature.  They attack
people in the personal development section of the book store, the mall
or anywhere else they can.

The truth is this works for them only because there is a segment of
the population that can’t say no.

Every network marketing company has people with this mentality
involved.  Unfortunately many times these people have leadership
titles, so they are expected to teach the field how to do the business.

As a result the market place looks at these “bull in a china shop”
distributors who are constantly trying to convince strangers to buy or
join and they don’t want any part of that.

I don’t blame them.

New distributors who do not have this Bull in a China Shop mentality
think I could never do the business if that what it takes.   So when you
really sit back and look at it, it is no wonder the attraction marketing
message has become so attractive to the masses.

Every new distributor absolutely, positively should start in their
warm market.  Not necessarily to recruit people they know, but for
referrals.

The problem is for the past 15 years all network marketers have been
doing is recruiting each other.   When new people who have never been
involved in the industry do wander in, the only people they can get
training and direction from are bull in china shop or attraction



marketing distributors both who are sharing strategies, which
cannot be duplicated over the long haul.



Lie #3 You must create multiple Streams of MLM Income

You have seen it many times.  Network marketers bragging about
earning 10 checks, 19 checks, 22 checks, etc. etc.

Above is genius marketer Deagan Smith.  I like Deagan and what he
does.  He has run effective ad campaigns all over the Internet, and
hundreds of people are trying to copy his multiple checks campaign.

But the truth is very few people will ever develop the online skill sets
of a Deagan Smith.  A few years ago Deagan and I were speaking
together at a Network marketing event; I think it was in Miami.

We had a brief, but good conversation.  My comment to Deagan was, if
I had personally sponsored you, you would have not been forced to
focus 100% on online prospecting systems.



I totally understand how Deagan progressed to the level of success he
has experienced, however the truth is Deagan is more an “Internet
Marketer” than a network marketer and I think he would agree with
that statement.

He did not get the support and direction he needed from uplines when
he started in the industry, but was determined to learn how to make
his business work online.

He had his initial success with a MLM online membership program, not a
physical product, which was a great fit for an online MLM Internet
marketer.

The bottom line is to build multiple streams of MLM income via the
Internet, the learning curve and education time is going to be
extremely long.  There are multiple skills sets you have to develop and
some of us simply don’t have a technical bone in our body.

LIST BUILDING (http://www.CMGListBuilding.com) .

DIRECT MARKETING (http://www.GuruDan.com)

COPY WRITING, WEBSITE TRAFFIC, and the list goes on and on. It
is a long, ever evolving and changing learning curve.  I respect
Deagan because he made the conscious decision that he was going to
learn how to build an organization 100% online and he has done it.  With
the amount of time, effort, and energy he has put into his business, he
deserves every bit of the success he has had.

Here is the rub for me. If you are a network marketer, to ignore
the proven lead generation methods of the past simply makes no
sense. I don’t understand why every network marketer is not taught



from day one to use drop cards!  My organizations have sponsored
hundreds of people with drop cards.  It is a very simple method that
every network marketer should be using every day!  There is no logical
argument against it.  However some people are so determined to do
everything 100% online that they are leaving more money on the table
than they can imagine.

I understand you may be asking, Dale, what is a drop card?  So below
are a couple of videos that should answer that question for you and
give you some insights into this very effective prospecting method.

HIT AND RUN DROP CARD TECHNIQUE



www.100BillDropCardReview.com

Drop cards are just one of multiple local MLM lead generation methods
we teach.  The truth is if you are building a network marketing
organization it is easier to build locally than it is across the country.

If you build a strong local organization it will eventually spread across
the country, naturally and organically.

Back to creating multiple streams of MLM income, those that focus on
multiple streams of income usually end up being a jack of all trades and
master of none.



Here are my thoughts.

I have never met a network marketer who was earning $10,000 a month
from multiple MLM companies working them both at the same time. Did
you hear me?  In 30+ years … NEVER!

My advice is to find ONE network marketing company that you believe
in.  Find one that has all 3-legs of the stool, then pour it on and give it
all you have got!

3 Legged Stool by Dale Calvert

Find a good upline, with a great system for online and offline lead
generation, and pour it on.   Put your hand to the plow, your head down
and don’t look up to you are at least at a full time income level.



All network marketing
companies have the

EXACT SAME PRODUCT!
Your product is not skin

care, legal services,
vitamins, cell phones,

weight loss or anything
similar

Never, under any circumstances should you be attempting to build
multiple MLM downlines at the same time!  N E V E R!  There is no
exception to this.   It is like John Calipari trying to coach the
University of Kentucky Wildcats, and Fresno State at the same time.
When you see a person trying to promote two MLM programs at the
same time, it is absolutely a sign of ignorance or greed.

Ignorance can be fixed.  We are all ignorant about a lot of things in
this industry, especially when we first get started.  Yes, I have heard
all the not putting your eggs in the same basket arguments.  I love it
when coaching clients tell me yes Dale but the product lines are totally
different!   What a moronic statement!

.



The real product in network marketing is people.  Your goal is to enroll
people and then systematically help them develop the skill sets and
mindsets required for MLM success and move them forward into
leadership positions within your company.  The real product in network
marketing always has been and always will be a “well trained”
distributor in a leadership position.

How anyone with a leadership title in any company cannot totally
understand and teach this foundational concept blows my mind.  Your
income will always be in direct proportion to the number of leaders you
have on your team, note I didn’t say distributors in your organization!

Listen- building a network marketing organization takes 100%
commitment, belief, and dedication because YOU ARE DEALING WITH
THE LIVES OF OTHER PEOPLE.

If you want to send out emails and not deal with people then be an
internet marketer, but stay out of the network marketing industry!

I believe in the concept of multiple streams of income.  However, if you
are involved in network marketing and you want to create a $10,000 a
month income then it is going to take focus, commitment and
dedication.

So I guess it comes down to deciding what you want.

I know people that are involved in network marketing, affiliate
marketing, selling on EBay, selling on Amazon and multiple other
businesses.  I am not necessarily against that if that is your game
plan.



However, you are the last person I would want to be my MLM
upline.  People want to follow people in network marketing who are
100% sold out and dedicated to what they are doing and not treating
the business like one of the dozen or so sideline affiliate opportunities
they are promoting.

 Network marketing is different.

If you want to make a few hundred or a few thousand dollars a month,
there are much easier, quicker ways to do it.  Network marketing is
probably not the business model for you; you should be selling on EBay.

So find a company, product, and people you believe in, set a full-time
income goal, and go for it.  Don’t think about marketing affiliate
programs, or any other products until you have reached your full-time
income goal.

Then evaluate your situation, set new goals and continue to move
forward.   I have found that people who take this focused, dedicated,
approach accomplish much more in the long run than those that piddle

Network marketing is about building long
term residual WEATLH!  It is not about
a few hundred or a few thousand dollars
a month.



around with MLM, Clickbank, and every new Internet Marketing course
that hits the market.

I am not saying don’t build list, definitely build list!  Without question,
build list, but if you want to become a network marketing professional
it requires a different level of drive, determination and commitment
than any other business models in the world.  To think you can build and
maintain a large duplicating organization without 100% dedication is
just a myth.

If you need to diversify, then do so with other business models like
EBay, Kindle Publishing, Website Flipping, etc. but NEVER with
another MLM Opportunity!



Lie #4 You Must Have Your Own Blog

For 75% of network marketers, blogging is a waste of time!

I know blogging is the big thing right now and a ton of self proclaimed
gurus are screaming you have to blog to make it online today.  Nine
times out of ten it is because they are selling an over priced blogging
system to those that don’t know any better.  A $25.00 a month money
game for something you can basically set up on your own without all the
bells and whistles for less than $25.00 a year.

Let me just say this; if Jim Rohn and Zig Ziglar wouldn’t promote it,
why should you?

That’s right. Blogging is a waste of your time. The title is not designed
to mislead you. Sure, it is designed to be a little bit enticing but not at
all misleading. I am going to talk about why blogging is actually not all
it’s made out to be and why it could be a massive waste of the
precious little time that you have. But don’t worry, it’s not all doom
and gloom. There will be a light at the end of the tunnel.

As we talked about earlier, first you have to decide if your goal is
to make money, build a team, become an Internet marketer, a
network marketing leader, and what do you want to accomplish?



For the purposes of this chapter I am going to assume that your goal is
to become a full time network marketing leader. This might be so you
can quit your day job or so you can work from home.

If you are blogging to create new leads for your business then there is
a great chance you are wasting your time.

If, however, you are blogging because you want to help people or
because it is a creative outlet for you, then it is an entirely different
story. The results of this type of blogging cannot be measured by
dollars and cents.

Why blogging is a waste of your time

So why is blogging a waste of your time? What am I talking about?
Well it is pretty simple. Blogging can be a distraction from your main
goal. In fact, you can spend so much time focusing on blogging that you
forget to actually prospect and recruit.

Wait a second Dale, what are you talking about?

Let me explain. There are hundreds of ways to create leads for your
network marketing business.  Blogging is just one of them. And to be
honest, blogging is not one of the better ones. It is a lot of work and
takes a long time to yield any results, and that IS THE TRUTH!  But it
has become so popular over last couple of years because of its
accessibility that everyone thinks this is the best way to create leads
online.

I often think that if people took the amount of time they spend writing
articles and put it into developing an eBook or a product site or learning
how to run multiple online lead generation campaigns they would be a lot
better off.



The American myth
Americans are brought up with the idea that anyone can rise to do
anything. As a kid I remember watching American movies where the
hero starts out with nothing and rises to be a powerful leader or an
amazing athlete. The problem with this, however, is that it is not true.

This might sound extremely harsh and confrontational and I am sorry
if it upsets you. But there is no way that anyone can do everything that
they set their mind to. I, for example, could never be a professional
basketball player because I am not tall enough. I could never be a jet
pilot because I have bad eyesight.  I could never be an engineer
because I stink at high level math.

“But you could get good at math if you practiced“, I hear you say. Sure,
I could. But I could also spend that time doing something that I am
naturally good at. I could use my natural abilities and talents and put
them to good use. That might be a better idea?

See I believe that if it doesn’t require a “God Given” talent then if we
put our mind to it we can accomplish anything, but the question is
should we?

I don’t want to get into a debate about natural talent vs. hard work
because I think it is a hard argument to win. On one hand I know that
you need hard work to succeed (and I work really hard).  I also know
that there are online marketers out there who do half as much work as
me and are already ten times better.

So are you good at blogging?
So now we arrive at the crux of the ramble – are you good at blogging?
Is your writing improving over the weeks and months or are you still
not making an impact like you thought you would be? Take a look at the
number of subscribers, visitors, comments and backlinks and see if
they are increasing. If they aren’t increasing then maybe you need to



take a (hard) look at your strategy. Is blogging a waste of your time?
Is it distracting you from something that you are good at or more
suited to and learning the real skill sets and mindsets it takes for
network marketing success?

The real point is about getting distracted

Please read this carefully. I am not trying to discourage you or dash
your hopes and dreams. I am actually trying to do the opposite. I want
you to succeed and make money, help other people and be happy. I
really do.

What I don’t want you doing is getting distracted. In my opinion most
network marketers are so distracted that they have problems
mastering the real skills it takes to lead people and build a team!  And
there are two types of distraction now at play here:

 Getting distracted from your goal
If your goal is to become a network marketing leader and to give
yourself a better life, blogging might not be the best way to do
that. It might be a distraction that you use because it is easy,
available and popular. But perhaps you would be better off doing
something else?

 Getting distracted from blogging
After reading this post you might get distracted from blogging.
You might read the doom and gloom and think about giving up.
That is also a distraction. If you are good at blogging and love it
and you believe in your ability and trust your long term strategy



then you need to keep blogging, even if it doesn’t seem like it’s
providing you any decent prospects right now. Don’t get
distracted by this chapter.

Blogging is a waste of time if it is distracting you. This is something
that is sometimes quite subtle to put your finger on but it is vital to
look for.

So what else is there?

So what other options are there for someone who wants to become a
MLM Leader? What do you do if you realize that you want to drop the
“professional blogger” tag and start looking into other areas? Well
there are heaps of things:

 Develop at least 5 Ways to Create Leads in Your Local Market
 Create a book or eBook based on your company’s product or

service
 Learn how to use press releases to market your opportunity
 Learn how to market via email and safe list
 Learn How to Recruit with Postcards
 Make instructional videos for You Tube
 Learn how to create leads at trade shows
 Etc

I hear some of you; Dale I thought you were making fun of those
people doing YouTube videos?   Please don’t take what I am saying out
of context.  I have no problem with anyone promoting their product or
service with YouTube videos, or any of the other methods attraction
marketers teach.

I have a problem when they are calling themselves consultants,
trainers, and experts!  Credible people see right past this and you are
not fooling anyone but yourself.



The opportunities online are endless. And what you might find is that
actually blogging is the best thing for you. But what you really need to
remember is that you can’t get distracted from your goal. The truth
is, professional network marketers don’t just depend on one lead
generation source, THEY MASTER MULTIPLE METHODS, and that is
what you need to do to fulfill your true potential.

Remember the opportunity cost
Opportunity cost is a term you learn in economics class that refers to
the stuff you have to give up when you choose one option over another.
For example, if you decide to go to the beach on Saturday it means you
can’t go to the snow at the same time. That is the opportunity cost.

Now, if you are blogging for an hour each night after work you are
foregoing something else. What is it? Is it family time? Exercise?
Sleep? TV? Is it working on a better web strategy or even on an offline
business? Is it worth it?

Everything that you do has an opportunity cost and that is why it is so
important to figure out whether blogging is a waste of your time. You
might actually find that the other stuff is the cost and you should
spend more time blogging. Just don’t get distracted in whatever it is
that you choose to do.

What do you think?

So what are your thoughts on this partially coherent ramble? Do you
think you are wasting time blogging or do you think that there is other
stuff that is a waste of your time?  Hopefully you are starting to see
that the more lead generation methods you master, the fasters and
quicker your organization will duplicate!



Lie #5 Live Opportunity Meetings Don’t Work
I never will forget.  It was around 1988 and a group of Herba Life
distributors where buying mailing lists and mailing out a tape titled
“You Love MLM , But you Hate Meetings”.

This was the first time I recall anyone ever trying to pitch that
attending weekly opportunity meetings should not be part of building a
MLM downline organization.  Of course today, this pitch is a regular
part of the attraction marketer’s chant, at least until they have a high
dollar seminar they want you to attend.

This is just another example of “leaders” trying to appeal to the
mediocrity in people by telling them what they want to hear.  It is a
direct violation of the Wisdom of the Ages.

Hebrews 10:25 says:
Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some is;
but exhorting one another: and so much the more, as ye see the day approaching.

Obviously the message above was directed to the church, but I believe
it applies to any organization of people who are on a mission, don’t you?

The truth is in network marketing if you have had a bad week, you need
the meeting and if you have had a good week, the meeting needs you!

If you are building a local team (which is where everyone should start)
and you have people that aren’t supporting your meeting you either
have THE WRONG PEOPLE or a LOUSY MEETING….. Period, end of
story.



I don’t care what year you may be reading this publication, I can
promise you there are fired up distributors meeting in hotels and
homes all over the world, and the percentage of new guest joining
them, blows away any numbers you may experience using a conference
call, recorded webinar or 3-way call as your Play 2.

Attraction marketers can poo poo live meetings all they want.  The
truth is, when you know what you are doing, they always have worked
and they always will.   It is the best possible way to let a prospect hear
the entire story …….. period, it is not even debatable.

Does that mean you must have a local meeting in your area to build a
business?  Absolutely not, but if you do have one, be smart enough to
learn how to maximize its value and support it.



Lie #6 Your upline & company has Secrets

I will be the first to admit that my generation of network marketers
totally dropped the ball when it came to developing the next generation
of leaders in this industry.

I am amazed at the number of attraction marketers who try to
convince newbies that their upline and companies are secretly trying to
keep them broke and in the dark.  What is even more shocking is the
number of distributors that buy into this idea.  Please settle in your
mind once and for all, the more money you make the better off your
company and upline will be.  There is absolutely no reason for your
upline or company to keep any “Secrets” from you.

Again, this philosophy simply goes back to the “it’s not your fault”, and
I am going to tell you the inside secrets pitch that attraction
marketers love to regurgitate.

There are multiple reasons this happens, most just going back to the
fact that the network marketing industry was built by 3%ers who
really have never understood what 27% need to grow, learn, and
progress in the industry.

It is not that they are bad people; 95% of network marketing leaders
are good people that really want to help other people.  The truth is
they didn’t stay green and continue to learn because most didn’t have
to learn much to start with.  Most leaders from my generation took
their 3% skills, work ethic, and communication skills and just went out
and made it happen.



Below is an article I wrote way back in 2008 that was published in my
“No Fluff” MLMHelp.com newsletter. This article may provide you more
insight into what happen and how the Attraction marketing tells them
what they want to hear philosophy burnt through the industry like
wildfire.

Are “BABY BOOMER” Network Marketers Becoming Extinct?

For our younger readers; Baby boomer is a term used to describe a person who was born during
the Post- World War II. The baby boom happened between 1946 and 1964. I know that this
article is going to ruffle some feathers, but please understand.

I was born in 1960 so I am talking about my generation. I have been watching this trend towards
extinction for 20 years, and at this point it is at critical levels. It is sad to me that over the next 10
minutes I could easily make a list of 200 network marketers from my generation that at one time
were making a strong six figure income that today, are totally out of the industry or barely
earning enough income to pay their bills.

Those of you that know me know that I have been preaching that our lack of understanding how
to systematically develop our distributor organization would someday catch up with us. Our
generation is made up of hard working, personality leaders with guts of steal that built their
business by throwing enough mud on the wall and some of it stuck.

We can handle rejection, we believe in personal growth and development and we understand it is
a numbers game. The challenge is the numbers have changed! Since the majority of our industry
leaders come from my generation never had to perfect their marketing, recruiting and training
methods, they didn't. Even though they wanted to support their teams they just never grasped
what it really took to support and develop the next wave of leadership on their teams. The answer
for them was always, work harder, and get through more numbers. The problem is 97% of their
downline were followers, and simply didn’t not have the drive, determination, personality and



work ethic that they had as we explain in detail here WHY THE MASSES OF NETWORK
MARKETERS ARE FRUSTRATED, CONFUSED AND DON'T HAVE A CLUE WHAT
THEY ARE DOING.

They could not handle the rejection and numbers. For the most part, my generation of network
marketers has never really comprehended how to franchise their business and build upon systems
that are duplicatable instead of finding a few people a year who poses the same drive,
determination and work ethic that they have. (Other 3%ers)

As I have mentioned earlier, the numbers have changed, and most leaders from my generation
are still trying to make the ratios from the 90's work and they don't. Even worse, others are trying
to just hold on to small number of followers they have left. I have written about this numerous
times over the past ten years and won't rehash how cable TV infomercials, internet marketing,
eBay, and many other factors have removed a large chunk of potential prospects from the MLM
market place.

With the evolution of some very smart, young, web 2.0 and attraction marketers growing their
business with the internet if Baby Boomer network marketers are not scared, THEY SHOULD
BE!  Network marketing as you have known it is over Baby Boomers!

You simply cannot go through the number of prospects you did in the 90's and achieve the same
results, especially when you have not developed strong directional leadership training systems
for your team to plug into and create predictable success,  IF they are willing to do their part.
Here is what you need to understand ……at one time, this new wave of Internet work
marketers, were in your downline and they would still be there if you had provided them
with duplictable, unified training systems.

I tried to warn you this was coming back in the mid nineties when I wrote Why the Masses of
Network Marketers are Frustrated, Confused, and Dont Have a Clue What They are Doing.
However at that time, the majority thought they had made it. They became tired of slinging mud,
they were playing golf or participating in other recreational activities daily and traveling around
the country conducting training meetings in hotels on Saturdays and playing Elvis. Over time,
the masses started to understand, that just because you have a title doesn't necessarily mean
you are leader.

Now here comes the Internet and all heck broke loose. Droves of burnt out network marketers
who had not received the upline training and support they needed turned to online marketing. As
a result, according to the direct sales industry, MLM sales within the US declined for the first
time in 1997 and 1998. Panic set in, as Baby Boomer networkers started to see their incomes
decline.

The realization that the numbers had changed started to become more and more evident as they
attempted to return to the market to try to rebuild their incomes. This leads to an attitude of fear
throughout the industry as leaders started to jump from company to company based upon the best
deal they could cut and not what was best for their team.



With each move their number of followers decreased.   Now unable to make the numbers work
in the new market environment, many Baby Boomer leaders have become immobilized over the
past several years.  In the mean time, a small group of young marketers started focusing on using
the internet to develop their business and the entire attraction marketing/funded proposal systems
was born. This entire trend has been propelled by the entire Web 2.0, Social Marketing
explosion.

Unfortunately this trend has developed an entire group of new network marketers who ultimately
will experience a downfall worse than the baby boomers.

Why?

Because their message is wrong and contradicts The Wisdom of the Ages. They are sincere in
their belief, but what they believe and what they are teaching …… THE INTERNET IS THE
ONLY WAY–will ultimately fail for the masses. I could really go off on this, but another time.
For now, just consider this: 47% of the American population does not use email. The average
American checks their email every eight days, and I could go on and on.

Ok, I will end it here, but look for an article in our next newsletter titled: Why Attraction
Marketing does not work for most marketers.   Back to Baby boomers, how can you prevent
yourself from joining the large number of extinct network marketers that have gone before you?
I could talk about this for hours. I think it starts with you realizing that your training systems
must change.

My experience tells me if you think you get this but you don’t do anything different! If you want
to be totally blown away check out my training Confessions of a Network Marketing Millionaire
this month we are also including our book WHY THE MASSES OF NETWORK MARKETERS
ARE FRUSTRATED, CONFUSED AND DON'T HAVE A CLUE WHAT THEY ARE
DOING, free for everyone who invest in this program.

1) Decide if you want to build again, if you don’t that is your decision but you are going to have
to change the way you have always done things.

2) Put your ego aside, and decide to become a learner. I realize how difficult this is for you but
let’s face it, the way you initially built your team, with personality & work ethic is not
duplicatable only systems are.

3) These are the minimum systems that need to be developed based upon your company and
opportunity and they need to be designed for the average person not the top producers.

*A Game plan to start new distributors right (www.StartRightMLM.com)

*A System to Market Your Product or Service



*A Two Step System to Recruit New Distributors

*Local Market Recruiting (www.LocalMLMLeads.com)

*Creating Leads on the Internet (www.NonGeekInternetMareting.com)
(www.CreateOnlineMLMLeads.com). This is bare bones minimum, but this will get you started
in the right direction.

What you should really do, and I have learned this the hard way, is hire me to consult and guide
you through the process. My consulting rate is $500 per hour and this will take about six
sessions, but quite frankly I have a waiting list and no time slots available right now.

Here is the good news; the industry desperately needs your experience & wisdom. The industry
has a ton of new leaders that have never heard about the Amway court case that saved us all.
They don’t know who Mark Hughes was, or Glen Turner is, and of course I could go on and on.

I respect you for paving the way, for proving the potential of the industry for the next generation.
I just desperately want to see the people that built this industry to ultimately reap the rewards
throughout their lifetime. We are getting ready to head into 2009, is it a time to make a change?

Think about it!

END OF ARTICLE

Again, this article was written several years ago.  It is quite
understandable how now we have an industry full of people that have no
real focus or direction as to how to really build a large duplicating
organization of people.

It is not that uplines didn’t want to direct and support their people; it
is just that they really didn’t have a specific game plan as how to do it.

When the market place changes, you have to become better at your
profession and most of my generation just continued to try to do
things the way they have always done it not realizing the numbers had
changed.



Lie #7 People do business with those they know
like and trust
Old school network marketing prospecting methods no longer work?
What?

When you see someone talk about this subject on a blog, forum, or
whatever, it is usually more than obvious that they are not talking from
experience but rather only repeating what some self proclaimed,
attraction marketer has told them.

The truth is this.

In network marketing, you are looking for the right person, at the
RIGHT TIME in their life.  If they are open and looking, they will find
you.

It doesn’t matter if they see a flyer on a bulletin board, a bandit sign
on the side of the road, pick up a drop card left on a counter or
contact you via Facebook.  The name of the game is to get your
message into the market place every way you possibly can.  Online,
offline, old school, new school, has nothing to do with the right person
responding at the right time in their life!

For some reason Attraction Marketers love to talk about how
prospecting people in shopping malls doesn’t work.  Look, I have never
been a fan of trying to start a conversation with someone in a shopping
mall or book store; it is not my personality.  However, I can tell you
this- if the person you pick out to start talking to, just found out their
company is getting ready to lay off 1,200 people they will listen!!



It has nothing to do with the shopping mall, the book store, or your
website; again it is about FINDING THE RIGHT PERSON at the
RIGHT TIME in their life!!!

Anyone who teaches prospecting any other way is simply misleading
people!

We teach a very simple, easy to follow 3-foot rule script that just
works, however professional network marketers master multiple ways
online and offline to prospect for people and get their message in the
market place!

The foundation for attraction marketing is people do business with
those they know, like and trust.

Let’s examine this fact as it relates to network marketing.

The first question you have to ask yourself is; are you attempting to
sponsor people, or develop a team of leaders?   This foundational
mindset is where people miss it.  95% of network marketers are not
coming from a team building perspective, but from a convince people to
join me mentality.  They have an I have to “get people” mindset.

Network marketing is not about “making the sell” (convincing people to
join) it is about developing a team of leaders.

So in the traditional business world, I do business with those I know,
like and trust.   However when it comes to marketing and team building
I am looking for people that know what they are doing.

This I will join yours, if you join mine mentality is for wimps.  This is
not the lottery, it is a business.  Joining someone in network marketing
because you know them, like them, and trust them is a recipe for
mediocrity.



The last type of people you should want on your team is people that are
there because they know you, like you and trust you.  They may join,
but they will do nothing but sit on the couch after they join.

You should be looking for people that are sick and tired of being sick
and tired, and are ready to change their life.  People that join you
because they believe you will tell them the truth and have unified,
duplicatable leadership development systems to plug them into and help
them develop their skill sets and mindset to their maximum potential.

This following each other around from deal to deal to deal has to
eventually stop!

So the concept of doing business with those you know, like and trust
works in traditional business world, but is a flawed concept as it
relates to network marketing.   Yes, people join MLM programs with
those they know, like and trust, but the odds of them producing after
they join is very low.

Network marketing is made up of leaders and followers.

What are you?

If you are a leader you must understand, the obligation you have to
your followers to inspire them to learn, grow, develop and become
leaders!

Anyone that I have ever worked with will tell you, I could care less if
they liked me.  I have never been involved in network marketing to
make friends.  I have always told people what they needed to hear and
focused on helping people develop their own leadership skills.

Because that has been my focus, that has been my results. I have
helped more people develop six figure incomes over the past 30 years



than any modern day teacher and trainer I am aware of.  I have never
been accused of telling people what they want to hear.

Yes, from a marketing standpoint, this has certainly back fired on me.
It would be much easier to do what everyone else does and stroke your
ego and tell you it is not your fault.

Tell you how everyone is out to get you and what you want to hear as
long as you are giving me money and buying my stuff.  Personally, I have
to sleep at night.

I am going to share the truth based upon

* The Wisdom of the Ages
* Leadership Development
* Personal Responsibility

My friends that are self-made marketing millionaires have told me for
years I am my own worst enemy because, I have a zero tolerance for
thumb suckers.   That is 100% true.

Yes, it is true, the reason I never take questions on any webinar or
conference call I do is I cannot stand the stupid questions.

Yes, there are people that will tell you there is no such thing as a
stupid questions; my friend, that is somebody whose primary focus is to
sell you something!

At the end of every webinar I have ever listened in on when they open
it for questions……  This is a cue for all the people that love to hear



themselves talk, or half listened to what was be taught to start
wasting everyone’s time flapping their gums.

My personal opinion is, I certainly don’t want to listen to that, and
neither do the people I want to work with.   If you find yourself
listening in on webinars and conference calls dreading the questions and
answer part because you know those that were half asleep are getting
ready to wake up and ask stupid questions …………..  You are my kind of
person!

My staff does not allow me to answer the phone when I am at the
office, because I have no problem telling someone, we don’t want you as
a customer, and to never call back again.

The truth is the customer is not always right.

I cannot stand to even talk with people that can’t take personal
responsibility and are looking for a magic pill to change their life.

I have given away more self help books in my life to people than most
people will ever read.

I have no problem telling people, look you don’t want to buy my 21 Ways
to Create Online MLM Leads Course, it is not the answer for you.
What you really need is to stop all the marketing you are doing and go
through my course at www.ProgrammingYourMind.com and go to
Amazon.com and pick up a book called What to Say When You Talk to
Yourself.     My staff will tell me I just flushed a $397.00 sell down
the toilet and sold a $67.00 course instead.   However the wisdom of
the ages tells me, I should treat people the way I want to be treated.



If I am trying to grow, learn and get better in any aspect of my life, I
have to have people that know much more than I do and have my best
interest and not their pocket book in mind.  I am all for people making
money, and I like to make money but I believe ultimately your income is
in direct proportion to the value you provide in the market(s) you serve.

Many times, I have told potential coaching clients, no you don’t need to
pay me $1,500 for a 3 hour 1-1 on coaching retainer.  All you need to do
is go buy this $9.00 book on Amazon.  I believe that ultimately what
goes around comes around.  When you treat people fair, they will
continue to do business with you and recommend you to other people.

I have customers all over the world, and I think they are awesome and
a cut above most.  Most of my clients and customers are self
proclaimed, personal growth students.  They believe that they can
learn new skill sets and mindsets that can make a positive impact on
their future.  They are not looking for some push button easy solution.
They are practical, logical, factual, and responsible people.

Most of them have never met me personally, I would say at least 50%
don’t like me & wouldn’t want to hang out with me at a ball game. Listen,
I have no problem with that; the feeling is mutual.   They will say I am
too direct and in your face in my approach, however 95% trust me and
they know that if I am talking about it, I HAVE DONE IT, I HAVE
TAUGHT IT and if they do their part, I will teach them. These are
the clients and customers I consciously and intentionally am looking
for.

When building a network marketing organization it is just as important
to get rid of the wrong people, as it is to keep the right people.  I have
always believed that, and taught it.



In my training, consulting and seminar business it is the same way.  I
turn down over 65% of the six figure leaders, companies, and
organizations that want to work with me.

It is hard for people to understand, but I have never done anything in
my life for the money.  So that gives me the freedom to tell some
belligerent customer that is cussing out a staff member,  that I am
refunding their money immediately, don’t ever buy another training
program from our company and to never call our office again, and slam
the phone down.

Is that wrong?

Will that guy go online and talk about what scum bags we are?
Possibly?  Will that cost our company sales?  Yes, but do we make up
for it in the long run by developing more engaged, and higher quality
customers who appreciate our black and white approach?   I guess I
will never know for sure.

On more than one occasion I have turned down ½ million dollar a year
guarantees to hook up with specific companies.   Every month a
company owner or VP is offering me a deal to build a team with them.  I
never have, and never will play that game.

When you are doing things in life, not for the money, it gives you a
different kind of freedom.  When you can tell a member of your team
what they really need to hear, like network marketing is not for you it
gives you a different kind of freedom. Maybe you should just quit, is a
term that should be used by every network marketing leader every
week!



When was the last time you told a team member I can’t understand you
with your thumb in your mouth?

LEADERS MUST LEAD!

Your job is to love people enough to tell them the truth and what they
need to hear, not necessarily what they want to hear! In today’s
marketing world, people are looking for people that will tell them
the truth, now more than ever.

The truth is, network marketing is not for 70% of the population.
Every second you spend with these people is preventing you from
moving forward and developing a growing, expanding, duplicating team
of leaders.

I cannot tell you how many hours I wasted my first three years in this
industry trying to recruit ducks and then change them into eagles.

I would convince the duck to get to the eagle training.  After the eagle
training they would receive their eagle pin, their eagle certificate, and
their eagle graduation hat.  But did I now have an eagle?   Of course
not; all I had was an organization of dressed up ducks!

I finally decided I am not wasting one more minute of my time with
ducks!   When someone calls me to learn more about our opportunity,
they have already jumped through several hoops before they get a
phone number where they can call and leave a message.  When I return
the call, all I am really trying to do is eliminate the ducks!!

Do you get that?  Oh mercy that gives me chills!  Getting that last
paragraph from your head to your heart will make you millions of
dollars in this industry!



For years people have told me, Dale you shouldn’t judge people.  You
shouldn’t call people ducks.  You should give everyone the opportunity,
and blah blah this and blah blah that.

Don’t give me that self righteous bull!   You judge people too; we all do,
it is human nature.  The only difference is I admit it.  I am not running
a support group for ducks, I am building a business.

Telling me I should give everyone the opportunity is like telling an
owner of a McDonalds, he should let any old duck run his franchise.

WHAT TO DO WITH DUCKS

The last thing you want to do is recruit a duck. Yes, there is a time and
place, but your ultimate goal is to get to the point where you have so
many new people running through your recruiting funnel on a daily and



weekly basis that you simply have no reason to ever recruit ducks. Here
is specifically, exactly what I have done over the years.

When I am talking with someone who I feel is a 70%er (duck) based
upon their questions.

I will usually say:

Fred, I appreciate you contacting me, but based upon your background
and experience, I really don’t think you have the foundational skills we
are looking for right now.

What I would like to do is send you an information package about our
company and a book.  After you have read the book and reviewed the
information, call me back and we can take this to the next step at that
time.

Now I ask you, is that fair?

Is that offensive in anyway?

I am just telling him the truth. After all I have a team of leaders to
build and develop.  I could care less if he has his credit card out and is
ready to join right now. That has nothing to do with me developing
leaders!!! ……………….. Are you starting to feel what I am saying?

Now the next thing I do is get his postal mailing address and send him
a package in the mail.  The package consisted of the book

* The book “The Magic of Thinking Big”

*A Brochure about our product and opportunity &



* A personalized form letter which basically said, read over the
brochure, read the book and then call me.

Look, I know what you are thinking and I am not trying to teach you
what to do as much as I am trying to teach you the attitude.

Yes I bought “The Magic of Thinking Big” books by the case 100 at a
time.   This package cost me from $6.00 - $8.00 to get in the mail.
Over a 4 year period I estimate that I mailed out around 5,000
packages.  During that time, guess how many people called me back
after reading the book?

Guess, what would you say?

Three. That is right. THREE!

Ducks don’t read!

One of those people went on to develop a six figure a year income in
the industry and is still full-time today.  What happened to all of those
other books?  I am not sure, but I hope someday they will end up in
hands of people who take the message to heart.



So it is not a lie, that people do business with those they know like and
trust.  As it relates to network marketing, it is just a recipe for
mediocrity.  If you focus on making people, know you, like you and trust
you, you ultimately end up with a group of followers and trapped into
constantly telling people what they want to hear.

If you focus on telling people the truth, and what they need to hear,
you will ultimately develop leaders and network marketing is a
leadership development business.

Those who follow people who tell them what they want to hear (It is
not your fault) ultimately open themselves up to be manipulated as ego
stroking becomes addictive for many networkers.  They end up
“following the leader” from deal to deal and never develop the proper
skill sets and mindsets to create their own potential.

As I talk about in the free downloadable book Pinnacle MLM Leadership
at PinnacleMLMLeadership.com, always ask yourself, Who is this
person?  Why am I listening to them?  What am I learning from them?
Can they take me where I want to go?  Have they helped anyone earn
$10,000.00 a month?   If they have, have those they helped, helped
anyone earn full time income?

If you can find three layers of leaders earning full-time income and all
teaching the same duplicatable systems, PLUG INTO THEIR SYSTEMS
and learn all you can!   It doesn’t matter if you know them or like them,
and trust will come if what they are teaching in centered on truth, and
the wisdom of the ages!



Taking Back the Network Marketing Industry

I wrote this article way back in 2000 and it was published in a
publication for MLM company owners and executives. In my opinion
the message is needs to be heard today, more than ever!



This attraction marketing BS has gone on far too long.

It is time for the industry to return to its roots of personal growth
and development!  It is time we focus on helping people develop the
mindsets that ultimately create success.  Without the correct
mindsets long-term success is impossible.

Technology will never create success, only the right skill sets and
mindsets create long-term success!

“If you build people, people will build the industry”

I know that at this point all the attraction marketing gurus can look at
their numbers and realize that their success ratios are no different
than they were prior to the Internet.  So continue to promise people
the magic pill that will solve all of their recruiting challenges is just
plain BS.   It is time we tell people the truth, and give them the
opportunity to learn the proven success principals that will never
change what I call the wisdom of the ages.

Imagine if all network marketers were talking about Think and Grow
Rich principals instead of online lead generation technology.

The reason attraction marketing is so appealing is because it tells
people what they want to hear.  Your failure is not your fault, it is your
evil upline and companies fault for teaching you to share your product
and opportunity with your family and others you love and care about.

 It appeals to people’s ego telling them they can be the guru; it doesn’t
matter if they have any real world practical experience or success.
Just call yourself an Attraction Marketing Specialist!



Just make a video, call yourself a home business expert (nobody will
know the difference) and pitch our Attraction Marketing Membership,
I mean “Brand Yourself.   Forget your company training calls and
webinars, get on our calls so we can sell you stuff.

Enough is enough!

Thomas Jefferson said:

“All Tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience
to remain silent”

Another way of putting it is “All an attraction marketing philosophy
needs to be accepted as truth is for good network marketing leaders
to keep their mouths shut”

Well, I am calling BS … Again!

As I said over a decade ago ……

“I believe this industry has to return to our
roots of personal development and personal
growth. (Success Mindsets)  We must create a
culture that inspires our people to learn, grow,
develop and become all they can become”
Are you with me?

If you are, please don’t remain silent!



I know that thousands of successful network marketing leaders around
the world have experienced everything we have discussed here.  Those
with experience, see all the BS in the market place for exactly what it
is.   They log onto YouTube and cringe at the thousands of fake it to
you make it self- proclaimed gurus.

Like me, they expected it to blow over.

At this point it has become more than obvious that it is time for good
network marketing leaders to open their mouth.  Even if you do
nothing more than share this book with others,   I hope we can add
some simple share with a friend script at the end of this book to make
it easy for you.

The easy way is to have the attitude “if you can’t beat them join them.”
I have seen some leaders from my generation attempt to join forces
with the attraction marketing crowd.  I am very disappointed in these
people, but for some it is always about the dollar.

It is impossible to beat anyone at anything if you are not willing to
fight!  Let’s face it, we have not publicly stood up and fault the false
hope and promises that are given to those that don’t know any better.



At the time of this writing  we have lost two great mentors to our
industry.   Jim Rohn, and Zig Ziglar.

These men inspired many of the leaders in our industry.  They taught
us all the proper mindsets, based upon The Wisdom of the Ages.  It is
time for us to carry the torch forward.

Do you realize there are tens of thousands of newbie distributors who
have joined our industry in the last few years and fell into the
attraction marketing trap?  They never had the opportunity to hear Zig
or Jim because they were too busy trying to learn how to set up their
Google Adwords campaigns.  Today they have left the industry, never
to return.

Whose fault is that?

I think all of us that know better need to feel some responsibility for
that.

Those of us who were fortunate enough to enter the industry at a time
when the Wisdom of the Ages was taught at every event by every
speaker.

We need to ask ourselves could we have waded through all the muck
that newbie network marketers with Internet access have to wade



through today?  Think about that.  I honestly don’t think I ever could
have lasted in today’s environment.   All we had prior to 1996 was
people sharing proven success principals and mindsets that we all had
the opportunity to internalize.

We didn’t have to deal with email boxes being bombarded daily with
the new, simple, easy way to riches.   We didn’t have to worry about
the latest and greatest social media website to help us generate leads.

Remember this?

Where have all the MLM Millionaire’s gone?

Yes, there are a few people in a few companies from time to time that
reach significant income levels.  Somehow success in our industry has
been watered down to the point that for many it means they didn’t
spend more than they made this month.

People are fired up because they received seven affiliate checks from
seven different companies totaling $99.17 and they are led to believe
they have really accomplished something and asked to give their
testimony on the next Attraction Marketing Cult call so they can get
their ego’s stroked and ultimately mislead the new members that are
waiting for their 30 leads a day to start showing up in their back
office.



 To become successful in network marketing it requires internalizing
and mastering the right SKILL SETS & MINDSETS.

Attraction marketing focuses on teaching Internet marketing lead
generation techniques wrapped in the mindset of it is not your fault, it
is your old school company and upline’s fault you are not making any
money.  Stop promoting your company’s products and opportunity and
join our community and we will stroke your ego and let you be a guru
and teach you to brand yourself for less than 50 bucks a month.

Again, I believe most of these people are sincere, they are just
sincerely wrong.   It is our own fault for not teaching these people
the correct skill sets and mindsets when they first entered the
industry. The sad part is they don’t realize it was their initial failure
that ultimately leads to success.   We all travel the same road, however
many of us stop the trip and start teaching whenever we have some
level of success as I shared previously in Are “BABY BOOMER”
Network Marketers Becoming Extinct?

Some mindsets, understanding, and success awareness can only happen
over time.  The truth is we learn much more during times of failure
than we do success.

In October of 2012 I had two episodes that we now believe were heart
attacks.  I ended up having four heart stents some complications and at
the time of this writing I am still trying to get my energy back.

When you go through something like that it causes you to stop and
really evaluate your life’s work and your message.

There are so many things I would change if I could go back and do it
again. However the overwhelming feeling of thankfulness to the



network marketing industry and the opportunity to tap into the
Wisdom of the Ages, is stronger for me than it has ever been.

I am changing a lot of my business model over the next few months. I
am going to be formatting many of my training programs in a way that
will give more people the chance to internalize and master the
principals, concepts and methods.

Think about it, if you are a network marketing leader, how did you
master the skill sets and mindsets?

I know the answer; it is the same for all of us.  Books, tapes, and
meetings.  Right?  When you were in your personal growth mode you
probably didn’t know if the radio in your car worked.  It became a
University of Wheels.

When I bought my first Dodge Viper, it came with a CD player
and that would have been a deal breaker if the sales rep hadn’t agreed



to take it out and replace it with a cassette player.  Like I told him, if
it wasn’t for cassettes, I wouldn’t be paying cash for this Viper!

Today, companies are making big mistakes by putting all of their
training online.   That is one of the reasons we recently introduced a
CD of the month program called the MLMTrainingClub.com providing
members a step-by-step, systematic learning system that will enable
them to master the skills sets and mindsets it takes to develop a large
duplicating organization over 18 months.

 I hope you will check out the webinar that explains the concept behind
The MLM Training Club where you will receive one lesson per month on
CD, with additional training modules online.  I know that this program
can help return our industry to its roots and I hope you will recommend
it to your team.

Leaders, it is time!

We have to return this industry to its roots!

* The Wisdom of the Ages
* Leadership Development
* Personal Responsibility

Name anyone that would be considered an attraction marketing leader.

Now answer this question; What MLM company did they create
financial independence with?



Exactly. They are making their money telling people what they want to
hear and pitching their attraction marketing training!  Most of these
people had little or no Success as a MLM distributor, so they started
telling people what they wanted to hear.  The truth is, not a network
marketer alive should know the name Ann Sieg!

Compare the attraction marketing gurus with people like Bob Crisp, Big
Al Tom Schreiter, Larry Thompson, Bill Britt, Mark Hughes, Dexter
Yeager, Mark Yarnell, Mary Kay, Glen Turner & Jim Rohn.

Now here what I am saying.

Most of the MLM Leaders listed above started in the 1970’s or even
before.  Follow me here …  Magnetic Sponsoring hit the market around
2004 and all the attraction marketing gurus have come on the scene
since then.

Name three great MLM Leaders that came from the 80’s & 90’s??
This is really sad, but I can’t name one; literally not one who has
consistently taught the Wisdom of the Ages and developed a large,
duplicating organization.  Sure I can rattle off a few popular trainers,
who are great public speakers, but how many of them actually have
built large, duplicating organizations with six figure earners?

If leaders within the industry had not dropped the ball in the 80’s &
90’s there would be no Attraction marketing epidemic today!  Anyone
who has been around the industry for a few years understands that we
cannot continue on the downward spiral we have been on.  You have to
feel in your heart and soul that the industry needs to return to
teaching not just skill sets but the proven success mindsets.



When you say network marketing today, it is like saying Amway in the
80’s.  Most of the market place thinks they know what network
marketing is all about.  In my opinion, most of the people involved in the
network marketing industry don’t really get it, much less the mom and
pops in the market place.

We have to focus on telling people what they need to hear and start
building leaders.   Attraction marketing has been around for over 10
years and leadership production within the MLM industry has virtually
stopped.  People are distracted and misdirected more than ever, and
those of us that know better rarely say much about it.

It is time to fill the gap and start telling people the truth and
teaching:

* The Wisdom of the Ages
* Leadership Development
* Personal Responsibility

I appreciate you purchasing this book. I hope it has provided you a few
paradigm shifts and provokes thought and discussion.  I hope you feel
compelled to share it with your team.

Respectfully,

Dale Calvert



One Final Truth

The truth is, most people want to sit home, work on the internet and
make money.  I understand that, I get that, and I am not necessarily
opposed to that.

My point is with traditional network marketing that is not going to
happen for all the reasons we have already talked about.

There is what I consider to be a new business model emerging.  I call it
Internet – Work Marketing.  This business model combines Internet
Marketing & Affiliate Marketing with a multi-level compensation plan.

They offer what I refer to as  “All Inclusive Systems”

Lead capture pages, combined with website traffic training.  A perfect
example of these type of programs are the attraction marketing
affiliate programs that have flooded the market over the past few
years and newer programs like ILA and MCA.

I think you are going to see more and more programs like these in the
future. Just understand these programs are about creating website
traffic and list building.  Network marketing is about leadership
development.

Your personal focus and marketing approach must co-exist with and
mirror your business model. My concern has been all the attraction
marketers who pitch they are going to try to teach people to build
Herbalife, Mark Kay or some other traditional type network marketing
program 100% online.

You have to decide what you want to do, and then find the appropriate
business model & opportunity to make it happen.   You absolutely,



positively can use the internet to build a traditional network marketing
team, but it is an addition to the proven lead generation methods of
the past, not a replacement.

I am sure I have offended a few people with this book.  That was not
the purpose.  I just deeply believe that the network marketing industry
must return to its roots of personal growth, and responsibility.

Yesterday I was talking to a friend of mine on the phone.  He is a
respected leader and you would all know his name if I mentioned it.  He
said “Dale, the personal development aspect of the industry has been
removed, nobody listens to tapes anymore” We have to get back to
listening to CD’s in our car!  Quite frankly that is the basic message I
have been trying to communicate throughout this book.  It is time to
return to our roots.

Be Blessed my friend!

Dedicated to Your Success,

Dale Calvert


